We consider multi relaxation times lattice Boltzmann scheme with two particle distributions for the thermal Navier Stokes equations formulated with conservation of mass and momentum and dissipation of volumic entropy. Linear stability is taken into consideration to determine a coupling between two coefficients of dissipation. We present interesting numerical results for one-dimensional strong nonlinear acoustic waves with shocks.
1) Introduction
In this contribution, our program is to use the lattice Boltzmann schemes with multiresolution relaxation times [8] for the approximation of the full compressible Navier Stokes equations. Interesting results have been obtained previously in [11, 13] when using a single particle distribution. A popular idea proposed in [1, 10, 16, 17] is the use of several particle distributions. One particle distribution is devoted to the conservation of mass and momentum and an other one to the conservation of energy. This framework has been used in the context of Bhatnagar Gross Krook [2] approximation [6, 9, 14, 15] . The adaptation to the multiresolution relaxation times approach is not straightforward [4] and source terms must be added to a pure "collide-stream" algorithm in order to capture this nonlinear dissipation term.
In this contribution, we begin with elementary one-dimensional fluid flow with the D1Q3 multi relaxation times lattice Boltzmann scheme. The Taylor expansion method allows us to determine the underlying partial differential equations. We adapt this study to the case of only one advection-diffusion equation. The coupling of these two schemes for the approximation of the Navier Stokes equations conducts to difficulties. This defect has its origin in precise algebraic properties of lattice Boltzmann schemes and associated moments. We then admit to consider lattice Boltzmann schemes with source terms. We focus on a formulation of the Navier Stokes equations that takes into consideration the production of entropy. The coupling of two D1Q3 schemes is proposed and studied and first numerical results are presented.
2) Fluid flow with a multi relaxation times D1Q3 lattice Boltzmann scheme We describe in this section a very simple but fundamental lattice Boltzmann scheme. We restric ourselves to one space dimension. The mesh is parameterized by a space step ∆x. The nodes are located at the vertices x = j ∆x, where j is an integer. We suppose given three discrete velocities: v 0 = 0, v + = +1 and v − = −1. A first description of the degrees of freedom is associated to the density f ≡ (f 0 , f + , f − ) of particles. In the D1Q3 case, we have three kind of particles. The motionless particles f 0 (x, t), the particles f + (x, t) going from x to x + ∆x during one time step ∆t and the particles f − (x, t) going from x to x − ∆x during the time step. We adopt the so-called "acoustic scale" and the numerical velocity λ ≡ ∆x ∆t is supposed fixed for the entire contribution. From this distribution of particle densities, we construct two first moments: mass density
The third momentum is the so-called "energy" defined by
The second description of the degrees of freedom is due to the moments m ≡ (ρ, J, e) .
An invertible matrix M is therefore defined between the particles and the moments:
The evolution algorithm is composed by two steps: relaxation and advection. In the relaxation step, density and momentum remain at equilibrium and do not change:
At the contrary, the equilibrium energy is a given function of the two moments at equilibrium: e eq = e eq (ρ, J) . The energy after relaxation is obtained by a simple evolution: e * = e + s e (e eq − e) .
The relaxation parameter s e must be chosen satisfying 0 < s e < 2 [12] . The particle distribution f * after relaxation is defined by


Recovering the full Navier Stokes equations with lattice Boltzmann
The advection step is a free displacement of the particles during one time step:
3) Taylor expansion method and associated algebraic tools We conduct the analysis of the multi relaxation times with the Taylor expansion method [3] . This approach is a kind of numerical Chapman-Enskog expansion with the space step ∆x as a small parameter. Equivalent partial differential equations emerge from this analysis for the conserved variables. We have for the previous example up to order 2:
with a coefficient σ e = 1 s e − 1 2 introduced by Hénon [7] and
for the previous fluid D1Q3 scheme. We can compare these equations (2) with the unidimensional "isentropic" Navier Stokes equations
for mass conservation and
for momentum conservation. Then the energy at equilibrium follows the relation
The relaxation parameter is defined in (8) and is related to kinematic viscosity:
In all generality, if the moments m are related to the particle distribution f via a relation of the type m = M f with a invertible matrix M , we introduce [3] the momentum-velocity tensor Λ according to
For the previous D1Q3 model, with the ordering ρ, J, e of the moments m, we have
The vector of conserved moments is denoted by W and the defect of conservation θ is defined according to
for the non-conserved moments m . Then the k th conserved moment W k satisfies asymptotically the following second order partial differential equation
 with the Hénon coefficient [7] σ defined in all generality according to
The generalization to two and three dimensions is straightforward. We observe also that the equations (7) are always under a conservative form.
4) Advection-diffusion with a multi relaxation times D1Q3 lattice Boltzmann scheme We modify the notations of the previous D1Q3 "MRT" scheme, replacing the particle distribution f by the notation g: g 0 (x, t) is the motionless particles at x during the time step ∆t, g + (x, t) the density of particles going from x to x + ∆x during one time step and g − (x, t) the density of particles going from x to x − ∆x during ∆t. The numerical velocity λ remains fixed. We introduce three moments: a conserved variable ζ, momentum ψ and associated energy ε in a way analogous to (1):
An invertible matrix M is defined by the condition
It is analogous to the matrix introduced in (1) except that the scaling factor ρ 0 is replaced by ζ 0 . For this model, only one moment is conserved and remains at equilibrium: ζ * = ζ. The momentum ψ and associated energy ε at equilibrium are given functions of the scalar ζ:
The momentum and energy after relaxation ψ * and ε * are obtained by simple evolutions:
with 0 < s ψ < 2 and 0 < s ε < 2. The particle distribution g * after relaxation is obtained from the moments:
The advection step is identical to the corresponding one for the fluid scheme:
We can analyze formally this scheme with the Taylor expansion method. With the matrix Λ introduced in (5), the equivalent partial differential equation up to order 2 takes the form

This "thermal" lattice Boltzmann model is well adapted for the simulation of an advectiondiffusion equation of the type
The second order differential equation (9) simulated by the thermal lattice Boltzmann scheme is a good approximation to first order of (9) if the momentum at equilibrium ψ eq is given by
The defect of equilibrium can be expanded:
and the energy at equilibrium is proportional to the conserved variable:
The identification of second order terms induces:
with a typical constraint for numerical stability: −2 < α < 1. We take simply s ε = 1.5 for the third moment.
5) Unidimensional Navier Stokes equations with energy conservation
We try now to simulate the one dimensional Navier Stokes equations with the coupling the two previous models. The conserved variables are the volumic mass ρ, the momentum J ≡ ρ u , and the volumic total energy
obtained by adding the specific kinetic energy 1 2 u 2 to the internal one i. We suppose that the equation of state is a polytropic perfect gas with a ratio
The expression of the sound velocity c is classical:
The kinematic viscosity and thermal conductivity define the Prandtl number
The conservation of mass, momentum and energy takes the form
 A first and natural idea proposed by Alexander et al. [1] , Khobalatte and Perthame [10] , McNamara and Alder [16] , Shan and Chen [17] is to use two particle distributions. The first one (f ) devoted to the conservation of mass and momentum, the second one (g) for the conservation of total energy. We consider this idea by a coupling of fluid and thermal D1Q3 lattice Boltzmann models. The conserved moments are those of the Navier-Stokes equations (10):
The nonconserved moments complete the set of moments for this double "D1Q3Q3":
The particle representation is now a vector with 6 components:
and the vector of moments admits the expression m ≡ (ρ, J, ρ E, e, ψ, ε) t .
We have m = M f d with a matrix M that is, up to a permutation, the tensor product of the D1Q3 matrix with itself.
We focus now on previous works of Guo et al. [6] , Li et al. [14, 15] , Karlin et al. [9] ) with the framework following strictly the approach of BKG [2] . These authors discretize with the lattice Boltzmann method the set of kinetic equations
Remark that due to the Z τ f term in the right hand side of the second equation of (11), the relaxation step is deeply transformed. We have adapted this idea for the multi relaxation times approach [4] . We distinguish three types of moments: (i) the conserved moments W such that W * k = W k for k < N , (ii) the "first non-conserved" moments m such that m * k = (1 − s k ) m k + s k m eq k and (iii) the "second non-conserved" moments such that
, with m k in the first family of nonconserved moments. Our results [4] are not entirely satisfying and we have changed our point of view.
6) Lattice Boltzmann algorithm for the simulation of the thermal Navier Stokes equations
The important remark is that we can re-interpret the second equation of (11) as an usual advection of the particle distribution with a source term. In the following, we approach with a lattice Boltzmann scheme the full Navier Stokes equations as a system of conservative partial differential equations with a source term:
Recovering the full Navier Stokes equations with lattice Boltzmann
This choice is motivated by the fact that the equivalent equations of a lattice Boltzmann scheme are always conservative. In this contribution, we have chosen as "conserved variables" the mass ρ, the momentum J ≡ ρ u and the volumic entropy. The volumic entropy ζ is the product of the volumic mass ρ multiplied by the specific entropy s. Then W = (ρ, J, ζ). The equation of state is the one of a polytropic perfect gas
The sound velocity c satisfies c
as previously. With this (ρ, J, ζ) formulation, the Navier Stokes equations express the conservation of mass and momentum, and the production of entropy:
We use two particle distributions f and g as previously. The first distribution f devoted to mass and momentum and the second distribution g to volumic entropy. The conserved moments are defined from the double particle distribution according to
The nonconserved moments are defined thanks to the previous considerations:
We apply the general theory of multi relaxation times lattice Boltzmann schemes with the particle representation
and the momentum representation m ≡ (ρ, J, ρ E, e, ψ, ε) t .
We have m = M D1Q3Q3 f d . The matrix M D1Q3Q3 between particles and moments is given by the relation
We must now specify the equilibrium functions for non-conserved moments:
(17) e eq = e eq (ρ, J, ζ) , ψ eq = ψ eq (ρ, J, ζ) , ε eq = ε eq (ρ, J, ζ) .
The coefficients s e , s ψ and s ε for the relaxation of non-conserved moments, i.e.
(18) e * = e + s e (e eq − e) , ψ
The time iteration of the D1Q3Q3 scheme can be simply written:
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The adaptation to the presence of source terms is described in [5] . The gradients ∂ x u and ∂ x T are evaluated with second order centered finite differences.
7) Linearized Navier Stokes equations
An important step is the study of the linearized Navier Stokes equations. We consider a reference state W 0 = (ρ 0 , ρ u 0 , ρ s 0 ), with the associated sound velocity c 0 satisfying c
We linearize the Navier Stokes system (13) and obtain without difficulty
x ζ = 0 . We first decouple and simplify the system (20). We obtain after this operation a simple system:
The system of equations (21) is nothing else than the juxtaposition of a linearized version of the system (2) of fluid equations and an advection-diffusion equation of the type (9) . Then it is easy to derive an equation for the equilibrium moment:
The defect of conservation θ e can be evaluated in a pure algebraic way:
The coefficient of relaxation s e is determined through the kinematic viscosity: ν 0 = σ e λ ∆x. From the scalar "thermal" equation, we deduce an expression for the equilibrium moment ψ eq = u 0 ζ. For the defect of conservation θ ψ , we have
The compatibility at second order is provided under the condition
Then the equilibrium of the moment ε is easy to determine:
In order to enforce stability (−2 < α < 1), we suggest the following link between two relaxations:
We consider again the linearized Navier Stokes equations introduced in (20). We maintain the previous relations for relaxation coefficients: ν 0 = σ e λ ∆x, σ ε = 1.5 and the relation (23). To assume compatibility between the equations (7) and (20), the equilibria e eq , ψ eq and ε eq are necessarily the following linear functions of the conserved variables ρ, J and ζ: , T f = 120 ∆t , we have observed numerical stability. This fundamental property was also realized with the important modification of the parameters: u 0 = 0.15 λ and s 0 = 0.2 c p .
8) D1Q3Q3 lattice Boltzmann scheme for the volumic entropy
Navier Stokes equations The matrix M D1Q3Q3 between particles and moments is still given by the relation (16) . The equilibrium of non-conserved moments (17) is parameterized by nonlinear functions. We must also specify the coefficients s e , s ψ and s ε for the relaxation (18) of the non-conserved moments. The discrete time iteration of the D1Q3Q3 scheme follows the relations (19). The Taylor expansion method at first order proposes partial differential equations satisfied by the conserved variables W = (ρ, J, ζ ≡ ρ s):
with a momentum-velocity tensor Λ given in (4). We have for this D1Q3Q3 lattice Boltzmann scheme 
The equivalent equations at first order take the form
They are compared to the Navier stokes equations of gas dynamics (13) . By identification of first order terms, the "energy" at equilibrium e eq is given by the relation (3) and (27) ψ eq = ζ u .
Thus two equilibria for nonequilibrium moments are fixed.
For the second order analysis, the Hénon's coefficients [7] are defined according to
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The defects of conservation (6) have to be estimated before the determination of the second order equivalent partial differential equations (7) . For the present D1Q3Q3 lattice Boltzmann scheme, we have
The first defect of conservation θ e ≡ ∂ t e eq + λ 2 ∂ x J can be approximated by 3 λ 2 ρ ∂ x u. Then the relation (30) ν = σ e λ ∆x determines the relaxation coefficient s e thanks to (28). For the second defect of conservation
we have, after integration by parts and using the first order equations (26),
(vii) evaluate the gradients ∂ x u and ∂ x T with second order centered finite differences, add a source term to the momentum ζ as proposed by the third equation in (13) and the algorithm described in [5] , (viii) iterate the scheme in time according to (19). We have used the algorithm described in the previous section for the simulation of periodic waves. The general parameters are γ = 1.4 , P r = 1 , c 0 = λ 2 , s 0 = 0 , T max = 3 , ν = 6.579 10 −4 .
9) First numerical experiments
We have used three meshes with ∆x = . We present three numerical experiments. The initial condition is a simple acoustic wave with an initial variation δρ of density. For the first experiment (see Figure 1) , the result is essentially described by the linearized equations. The variation of entropy is infinitesimal. With the second experiment described in Figure 2 , nonlinear effects are clearly visible for the density and velocity results. In order to validate these effects, we have developed a finite difference software based on the formulation (13) and using second order centered finite differences and explicit first order time integration. The variation of entropy is very small and is of good quality. With δρ = ρ 0 100 , a shock wave is generated (see Figure 3) . The production of entropy is essentially localized in the region of high variation of the fields. On Figure 4 , we present the transient evolution of specific entropy and specific energy. Without the dissipation source term of (13), the total energy if not perfectly conserved and the specific
